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Profiling three non-Japanese making a major contri-

bution to the preservation, understanding and ac-

cessibility of three Japanese World Heritage sites.  

Mt. Fuji, Kamakura and Tomi-

oka Silk Mill are Japan’s next 

three candidates for inscrip-

tion on the World Heritage 

List.

Onnagata kabuki actor Kyozo Nakamura is work-

ing to deepen understanding of the kabuki perform-

ing art form overseas.
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Learn all about this New Year tra-

dition and answer our quiz!

Innovative mobile water 

purification equipment 

developed in Japan can 

make a major contribu-

tion to solving water 

shortage and pollution 

problems in rising economies.

In the first instalment of new 

series introducing influential 

Japanese people living and 

working overseas, we profile 

Australia-based fashion de-

signer Akira Isogawa.

Japan is subdivided into prefectures, from Hokkaido 

in the north to Okinawa in the south, each having 

its own distinct provincial flavor. In this new series, 

Rob Gilhooly introduces places or things of interest 

in each of the forty-seven prefectures, visiting them 

in alphabetical turn. First up: Hatcho Miso in Aichi 

Prefecture and Korakukan theater in Akita 

Prefecture. 

Aichi

Akita
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O n December 26, 2012, the voting to desig-
nate the Prime Minister took place at both 

the House of Representatives and the House of 
Councillors. Mr. Shinzo Abe, a member of the 
House of Representatives, was designated as the 
Prime Minister. Prime Minister Abe became the 
96th Prime Minister.

Upon the formation of the new Cabinet, Mr. 
Yoshihide Suga, the new Chief Cabinet Secretary, 
announced the list of Cabinet members at the Prime 
Minister's Office.

Later, the investiture ceremony of the Prime 
Minister and the attestation ceremony of the Min-
isters of State were held at the Imperial Palace, 
marking the official inauguration of the Second 
Abe Cabinet. In the evening, new Prime Minister 
Shinzo Abe held a press conference.

“In keeping with my determination to defeat the 
impending crisis for the sake of our nation and peo-

ple, today I formed a ‘crisis breakthrough Cabinet.’ 
In inaugurating this ‘crisis breakthrough Cabinet’ I 
have instructed its members to dedicate their great-
est possible efforts to the three areas of economic 
revival, reconstruction, and crisis management.”

“The areas stricken by the Great East Japan 
Earthquake are now in the midst of their second 
cold winter. Even now, 320,000 people are forced to 
lead lives of hardship, living evacuated into tempo-
rary housing and so on. I recognize the acceleration 
of reconstruction as being of the greatest impor-
tance. I have appointed as Minister for Reconstruc-
tion a person who is extremely familiar with the 
voices of the people in the disaster-stricken areas, 
and above all those of the people onsite in Fuku-
shima. I will have the Minister for Reconstruction 
change the mentality of the personnel at the Re-
construction Agency and accelerate reconstruction 
through a hands-on approach that considers the 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe speaks 
at the press conference on 

December 26, 2012

Inauguration 
of the Second 
Abe Cabinet
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The Second Abe Cabinet

sensitivities of the people in the disaster areas. With 
regard to Fukushima in particular, there have been a 
multitude of issues, including decontamination and 
livelihood rehabilitation. I will concentrate the ca-
pabilities of the various related ministries and agen-
cies, centered on a newly created post of Minister in 
Charge of Comprehensive Policy Coordination for 
Revival from the Nuclear Accident at Fukushima, 
and undertake the revival of Fukushima under the 
responsibility of the national government, with the 
national government standing at the forefront.”

“A robust economy is a source of national strength 
for Japan. Without reviving the robust economy, 
there can be neither fiscal reconstruction nor a fu-
ture for Japan. Prolonged deflation has reduced the 
take-home pay of people working hard for their 
money. The historic appreciation of the yen has also 
led to a gradual hollowing out of exporting compa-
nies that are gritting their teeth and trying their 
best to make do in the domestic market. The resto-
ration of a robust economy is a truly urgent issue. I 
will be establishing a Headquarters for Japan’s Eco-
nomic Revival as a ‘control tower’ for economic re-

vival. I will also reinstate the Council on Economic 
and Fiscal Policy. By newly creating the posts of 
Minister in Charge of Economic Revival, Minister 
in Charge of Breaking Out of Deflation and Coun-
tering Yen Appreciation, and Minister in Charge of 
Industrial Competitiveness, I have also put together 
a framework that facilitates the implementation of 
well-tailored policies.”

“Through the collective efforts of the Cabinet, I 
will generate results by vigorously advancing eco-
nomic policy under the three prongs of bold mone-
tary policy, flexible public finance policy, and a 
growth strategy that encourages private sector in-
vestment. I will restore a Japanese economy that re-
wards those who work hard and a Japanese economy 
in which people can feel keenly that their lives to-
morrow will be better than their lives today.”

“We must also restore proactive diplomacy that 
defends our national interests. A great many issues 
can be found in Japan's relations with China and 
with the Republic of Korea and also in its relation-
ship with the United States, the relationship that 
constitutes the foundation of Japan’s diplomacy 
and security. It is necessary to consider strategy 
from a panoramic perspective of the world map, 
including the United States, Russia, India, the 
countries of ASEAN, and others. I will develop in 
a strategic manner our diplomacy as our compre-
hensive capabilities. More than anything else, it is 
imperative that we rebuild the relationship of trust 
we enjoy under the Japan-U.S. alliance. The other 
day, I had a telephone conversation with President 
Obama. At that time, we agreed that we would 
construct our relationship over the long term. I 
recognize that the first step in turning Japan's for-
eign and security policy around is reinforcing our 
kizuna—our bonds of friendship—once more 
under the Japan-U.S. alliance, which is the corner-
stone of Japanese diplomacy.”
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World Heritage sites are thought to have “outstanding universal value” for humankind. Sites are registered in 
accordance with the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (World 
Heritage Convention) adopted at the 1972 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) general meeting. They are divided into three types: cultural heritage, natural heritage and mixed 
heritage that possess the characteristics of both. There are now 190 countries that have signed on to the 
World Heritage Convention, including Japan. A total of 962 properties, such as the Egyptian pyramids, the 
Palace of Versailles (France) and the Grand Canyon (United States), are registered on the list of property.

I n November 2012, the Closing Event of the 
Celebration of the 40th Anniversary of the 
World Heritage Convention was held in 

Kyoto, and announced “the Kyoto Vision” setting 
forth the direction of the Convention in the next de-
cade. “The Kyoto Vision” emphasizes the impor-
tance of sustainable development through conserva-
tion of World Heritage, and communities’ roles in 
conserving it. Ensuring that economic effects of this 
conservation are equally distributed to local people 
should lead to their participation in the efforts; and 
this is the essence of community participation in 
sustainable development.

“Most countries are a signatory to the World Heri-
tage Convention, which is the most successful 
among all the conventions adopted at UNESCO,” 
says Dr. Koichiro Matsuura, who was UNESCO di-
rector-general in 1999–2009.

While in office, Dr. Matsuura put a great deal of 
effort into endorsing and observing the Conven-

tion for the Safe-
guarding of the In-
tangible Cultural 
Heritage. Adopted 
at the 2003 UNES-
CO general meet-

ing, the Convention aims to conserve “living heri-
tage” such as festivals, traditional music and rituals 
in the same way World Heritage is conserved, ac-
cording them treatment as humankind’s assets.

Yet neither the safeguarding of intangible cultural 
heritage nor the conservation of World Heritage can 
occur without the involvement of citizens of these 
areas. Many heritage properties have been created 
and for many years conserved by local people. It is 
difficult for outside specialists alone to conserve 
them in terms of both finance and manpower. To 
conserve World Heritage, “the Kyoto Vision” calls 
for ensuring sustainability of local communities 
through intangible cultural heritage.

World Heritage Properties in Japan
Japan ratified the UNESCO World Heritage Con-
vention in 1992. After that, Buddhist Monuments in 
the Horyu-ji Area and Himeji-jo (Himeji Castle) 
became Japan’s first cultural heritage and Yakushima 
and Shirakami-Sanchi were inscribed on the natural 
heritage in 1993. Japan now has twelve cultural heri-
tage properties and four natural heritage properties. 
In addition, twelve Japanese cultural properties, 
among them Mt. Fuji, Kamakura and the Tomioka 
Silk Mill, are included in the Tentative List.

One of the characteristics of World Heritage 
properties in Japan is that wood plays an important 
part. Horyu-ji, Himeji-jo, the Historic Monuments 

Dr. Koichiro Matsuura, 
former director-general 
of UNESCO (1999–2009)
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of Ancient Kyoto, gassho-style houses in Shirakawa-
go and Gokayama, Itsukushima Shinto Shrine, 
Shrines and Temples of Nikko, and Chuson-ji Kon-
jikido in Hiraizumi are all made of wood, and then 
so of course are the natural heritage properties such 
as Yakushima and Shirakami-Sanchi. Conserving 
wooden heritage, which is more susceptible to decay 
and damage, is not as easy as conserving the stone-
built sites typical of Western countries, chiefly those 
in Europe. Despite this, Japan is striving to hand 
down its World Heritage to succeeding generations 
by leveraging techniques cultivated for many years 
for the restoration of trees and paper. Two of Japan’s 
World Heritage properties are currently undergoing 
large-scale renovation—Himeji-jo, which was built 
in the early seventeenth century, and the East Pagoda 
of Yakushi-ji temple, which was built at the end of 
the seventh century and is one of the Buddhist 
Monuments in the Horyu-ji Area. Renovators of 
these sites try to as much as possible to use the same 
materials, techniques and designs as those used 
when the buildings were first constructed.

“Japan has conserved its historic architecture, 
sites, cultural landscapes and intangible cultural 
properties through a variety of laws,” Dr. Matsuura 
says. “World Heritage is common heritage to all of 
humankind. Each state party to the World Heritage 
Convention is also obligated to conserve World 
Heritage sites in other countries.”

For this conservation, Japan has engaged in many 

different activities leveraging its knowledge and 
techniques for the restoration and preservation of 
cultural properties. One such activity is the Japanese 
Funds-in-trust for the Preservation of the World 
Cultural Heritage, which was established in UNES-
CO in 1989 with the aim of supporting efforts to 
preserve cultural heritage around the world. Sites 
the fund supports include Angkor in Cambodia. 
Japan sent restoration specialists to Cambodia, who 
joined with local workers in restoration efforts and 
successfully transferred skills to local engineers. 
Japanese specialists were also sent to the Bamiyan 
valley in central Afghanistan, where two giant stone 
Buddhas had been destroyed by the Taliban, joining 
efforts there to restore the wall paintings and other 
cave remnants.

“Japan has numerous technical and academic spe-
cialists, and they can be better utilized for the benefit 
of World Heritage,” Dr. Matsuura says. “Nearly 
forty countries have no World Heritage properties. 
Japan has a particular role in helping developing 
countries obtain World Heritage registration and 
then in conserving these properties.”

This month’s Cover Story introduces the weather, 
climate, history and culture of Japan through expla-
nation of World Heritage properties in Japan and 
those included in the Tentative List of World Heri-
tage properties.
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The celebrated Jomon Sugi cedar, thought to be as 
much as 7,200 years old

World Heritage properties provide a window through which people can learn about Japan’s nature, culture 
and history, and there is no shortage of foreigners living in Japan who have found themselves drawn to the 
appeal of Japan’s World Heritage properties in this way. Toshio Matsubara and The Japan Journal introduce 
the World Heritage properties of Yakushima, Kumano Kodo and Hiraizumi through the eyes of three 
non-Japanese.

“I t rains thirty-five days a month  
on Yakushima.” 

That’s what they say about the rain-
fall on this island. With annual precipitation of over 
4,500 mm (it is about 1,500 mm in Tokyo), the is-
land is one of the rainiest areas in Japan. That abun-
dant rain has nurtured the diverse nature found on 
Yakushima, forming scenery including a forest of 
Yakusugi cedar trees more than 1,000 years old 
which stand atop mountainous terrain more than 
500 meters above sea level, and waterfalls from riv-
ers and clifts fed by huge amounts of water. Moving 
off the beaten track, one can also encounter Yaku-

shima macaques living in groups and yakushika 
deer sporting magnificent antlers. Yakushima is 
also the Pacific Osean’s largest egg-laying sites for 
the green turtle, and from May through August 
each year visitors can even observe the turtles laying 
their eggs. 

“Yakushima is an amazingly beautiful island. If you 
go just a little way off the track you can encounter 
wonderful aspects of nature such as beautiful flowing 
rivers, natural pools, cascading waterfalls and cedar 
forests,” explains American William Brouwer.

For twenty-five years, Brouwer worked in the 
United States designing and producing furniture 

The Paradise of Yakusugi
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and working on building 
alterations and extensions, 
but after the chance view-
ing of a collection of pho-
tographs of Yakushima, he 
decided to visit the island 
with his Japanese wife and 
became fascinated by its 
nature. From 1993, as 
chance would have it the 
same year Yakushima was inscribed on the World 
Heritage List, Brouwer began his life on the island 
together with his wife and their newborn son.

His first job on Yakushima was to build a work-
shop and home. He chopped down the trees himself, 
created the foundations and built their home in 
around eleven months. Yakushima cedar is used lib-
erally in the home, which features a beautiful view of 
the ocean. There is also a large bath lined with stones 
collected from the seaside. After building their home, 

Brouwer built further extensions on the premises, 
including a library for his wife, a workshop, a home 
for his parents-in-law and a design studio. 

“I always wake up just before sunrise, when the 
view of dawn is truly beautiful. I love the night as 
well. There are an amazing number of stars shining 
and it’s so bright that you can write a letter by moon-
light,” says Brouwer. “The weather can be severe at 
times, but with its rich nature, it’s ideal as a place for 
raising children.” 

Brouwer makes his living designing and construct-
ing buildings such as homes and restaurants, and 
producing furniture. While a regular architect only 
designs buildings, Brouwer also does most of the 
construction himself. The structures he builds on 
Yakushima are characterized by the fact that they 
are wooden buildings designed to blend in with the 
island’s nature. Brouwer exercises ingenuity in 
house shape and the positioning and size of windows 
so that the nature of Yakushima, the sea, rivers and 
forests, can be enjoyed even from inside the home. 

Brouwer has also expanded beyond Yakushima. 
He has designed a facility for the elderly which is 
currently under construction in Kagoshima. 

“Looking ahead, while the island residents are 
aging, I also think the number of elderly people mi-
grating to the island from elsewhere will increase. In 
the future, I’d like to build facilities for the elderly 
on Yakushima as well,” says Brouwer. 

The forest road that runs along 
the western side of the island is 

known as the “Green Tunnel.” 
Here one can encounter large 

numbers of monkeys and deer.

William Brouwer cuts timber with a century-old American 
handsaw in the workshop beside his home.
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I nscribed on the World Heritage List in 2004, 
the “Sacred Sites and Pilgrimage Routes in 
the Kii Mountain Range” refers to the three 

sacred sites of Yoshino & Omine, Kumano Sanzan 
and Koyasan, and the three pilgrimage routes that 
link them, namely the Kumano Sankei-michi (usu-
ally referred to as the “Kumano Kodo”), Omine 
Okugake-michi and Koyasan Choishi-michi. 

The Kii Mountain Range is situated in mid-west 
Honshu and spans the three prefectures of Mie, 
Nara and Wakayama. The range accounts for the 
greater part of the Kii peninsula that juts out into 
the Pacific Ocean and is covered in dense forest 
growth. It is thought that the area was already being 
referred to as Kumano by around the eighth century. 
Kumano is a special place regarded as the abode of 
the gods. Worshipped by people from ancient times, 
at its heart lie the Kumano Sanzan (the Three Grand 
Shrines of Kumano) made up of the Kumano Hongu 
Taisha, Kumano Hayatama Taisha and Kumano 
Nachi Taisha. From around the ninth century, a 
great many people, from nobles and warriors to or-
dinary people set out for the Kumano Sanzan from 
Kyoto, Osaka and Nagoya along the Kumano Kodo. 
People believed they would be purified of their sins 
in previous lives from the Kumano Hayatama Tai-
sha, attain the grace of the gods in their present life 

from the Kumano Nachi Taisha and find salvation 
in their future lives from the Kumano Hongu Tai-
sha. The crowds were such that the sight of pilgrims 
extending along the road was likened to a “proces-
sion of ants.” 

The area’s world heritage listing has prompted re-
invigorated efforts to deepen Japanese and foreign 
visitors’ understanding of the Kumano Kodo 
through activities led by the respective local govern-
ments. One of the organizations engaged in those 
activities is the Tanabe City Kumano Tourism Bu-
reau, established in 2006 by Tanabe City in Waka-
yama Prefecture. 

“I have visited mountain environments around 
the world, but the Kumano region has a truly special 
atmosphere,” says Canadian Brad Towle, the Bu-
reau’s International Tourism Promotion and Devel-
opment Director. “What especially attracts me to 
the Kumano Kodo is that people’s lives, culture and 
beliefs closely intertwine to produce a unique cul-
tural landscape.” 

Prompted by his having worked in the area for 
three years from 1999 as an assistant English teacher, 
Towle has been working at the Tourism Bureau 
since its founding. 

To date, the Tourism Bureau has implemented 
various initiatives to create a high quality, sustain-
able tourism destination open to the world. One way 

Kumano Kodo: A Cultural Landscape
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Brad Towle of Tanabe City Kumano Tourism Bureau on the 
Kumano Kodo pilgrimage route

Kumano Hongu Taisha
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is through the introduction of “Commu-
nity Tourism.” This unique community 
based tourism model  allows tourists to 
experience the local lifestyle, culture, and 
industry. The Tourism Bureau held re-
peated workshops for people involved 
with inns, bus operators, shrines, and 
local governments, and discussed with 
local residents how to accommodate for-
eign tourists. 

“Sometimes service providers can be 
very friendly and over-adapt to guests’ 
needs, which may lead to a loss in the 
authenticity of a visit to the region,” 
says Towle. “It is vital that the local 
culture is preserved. In fact, this is ac-
tually what international visitors are 
searching for when walking the Kuma-
no Kodo pilgrimage route, an immer-
sive cultural experience.” 

One of the main issues for both visitors 
(who do not speak Japanese) and service 
providers (who do not speak foreign lan-
guages) is communication. To bridge 
this gap, the Tourism Bureau worked 
closely with the service providers to in-
crease cultural awareness and create cus-
tomized translation sheets to facilitate smooth and 
efficient communication. So by pointing to these 
“communication sheets,” which are written in both 
English and Japanese, hotels and inns could explain 
to international guests how to use their facilities. 
The Tourism Bureau also developed an international 
award-winning online community reservation sys-
tem allowing visitors to easily book accommodation, 
tours and activities, and travel services in both Japa-
nese and English.

As a result of these efforts, the number of foreign 
tourists visiting Kumano Kodo has tripled over the 
last seven years.

In 2008, Tanabe City forged a partnership with 
Santiago de Compostela in Spain, which is also in-
scribed on the World Heritage List for its pilgrimage 

route, and joint promotions have continued. These 
efforts have yielded results in the form of an uptick 
in visitors to the Kumano Kodo from Spain, and in 
the number who visit Kumano after first visiting 
Santiago de Compostela. 2013 represents the 400th 
anniversary of exchanges between Japan and Spain, 
and while the details are yet to take shape, joint 
events are being planned. 

“Tanabe City is currently working towards adding 
sections of the Kumano Kodo to the World Heritage 
site in 2015,” says Towle. “Restoring and maintain-
ing the Kumano Kodo is vital, including sections 
that are not on the World Heritage list. I hope that 
the entire length of the Kumano Kodo will be regen-
erated and preserved for future generations to expe-
rience Japan’s spiritual roots.” 

A section of the Kumano Kodo
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H iraizumi in Iwate Prefecture is the area 
where the Oshu Fujiwara clan of war-
lords built their stronghold in the 

twelfth century and flourished for around a century 
thereafter. The Chuson-ji, Motsu-ji, Kanjizaio-in 
Ato, Muryoko-in Ato and Mt. Kinkeisan sites re-
maining in the area, which form a group of temples 
and gardens built by the Fujiwara clan based on the 
Pure Land Buddhism it promoted, were inscribed 
on the World Heritage List as “Hiraizumi—Temples, 
Gardens and Archeological Sites Representing the 
Buddhist Pure Land.”

“One aspect of the appeal and value Hiraizumi 
holds is that the culture was formed in the midst of 
international exchanges with East Asia,” explains 

Special Associate Professor Haiyu Liu of Iwate Uni-
versity’s Center for Hiraizumi Studies. “That char-
acteristic is especially well preserved in the remains 
of Hiraizumi’s gardens.”

Dr. Liu is an expert in Chinese archaeology origi-
nally from Qingdao, China. Since around 2005, he 
has worked tirelessly conducting joint research 
projects with Japanese researchers, presenting pa-
pers on Hiraizumi research in Chinese and inviting 
Chinese researchers to Hiraizumi to support Hira-
izumi’s World Heritage property listing. From Oc-
tober 2012, he has been conducting comparative re-
search on the gardens of Hiraizumi and ancient 
China at the Center for Hiraizumi Studies.

At each of the Chuson-ji, Motsu-ji, Kanjizaio-in 

Exploring the Source of Hiraizumi

A view over Oizumigaike pond in the 
compound of Motsu-ji temple
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Ato and Muryoko-in Ato sites, there are Pure Land 
gardens thought to directly express Buddhist Pure 
Land on this earth. While the Pure Land gardens of 
Hiraizumi are fashioned from concepts learned 
from Kyoto’s gardens, they also offer a brief glimpse 
into the influence of ancient Chinese gardens. For 
example, at the Oizumigaike pond in the compound 
of Motsu-ji temple, the water of the pond is cur-
rently being partially drained for research, and sev-
eral “seagull rocks” (rocks where shellfish have 
made holes) roughly a meter in size were discov-
ered from the base of the pond. Dr. Liu believes that 
the fact that seagull rocks usually only found by the 
sea are in the pond indicates that the garden was 
fashioned with the pond made to resemble the sea. 
The idea of creating ponds resembling the sea in 
gardens was originally thought to have originated 
in ancient China. 

“Almost nothing is left at the remains of ancient 
Chinese gardens, but at Hiraizumi, the remains of 
gardens which convey the styles used during that 
time are preserved in excellent condition,” says Dr. 
Liu. Research into the gardens of Hiraizumi is ex-
tremely important for the research of ancient Chi-
nese gardens as well.”

Archeological research work is underway at Hira-
izumi even today, and precious artifacts that offer 
evidence in support of the Fujiwara clan’s relation-
ship with China have been discovered. Chinese-
made ceramics are one such example. Most of them 

are from the late twelfth century and 
brought up to Hiraizumi from Kyushu 
via Kyoto through trade with China. 
The fact that the Fujiwara clan possessed 
ceramics which were extremely valu-
able in Japan at the time is regarded as 
testament to just how much power the 
Fujiwara clan commanded. It is also be-
lieved that at the same time, gold was 
exported to China from Hiraizumi.

Today, China is preparing its applica-
tion to have the Silk Road which runs 
through Central Asia inscribed on the 

World Heritage List, and it is also seeking listing of 
the remains of eight port towns which served as the 
starting point for trade routes between China and 
the world from ancient times as the “Maritime Silk 
Road.” Academic support providing the historical 
importance is required for World Heritage Site list-
ing. In this sense, research into Hiraizumi will also 
help in the efforts to gain heritage listing. 

“Many Chinese scholars have considered that 
Kyoto is the end-point of the Maritime Silk Road, 
and many scholars now think it was Hiraizumi,” 
says Dr. Liu. “International exchanges between Chi-
nese and Japanese researchers are yielding signifi-
cant academic accomplishments.”

Toshio Matsubara is a freelance writer.

Dr. Liu beside the Oizumigaike pond in the compound of 
Motsu-ji temple. The pond and the stream of water flowing 
into it were upgraded based on archaeological research. 
Motsu-ji is a favorite place of Dr. Liu.
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Hondo main hall in the center of the Motsu-ji temple compound
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The Shiretoko Peninsula is a peninsula in the northeast of 

Hokkaido which juts out into the Sea of Okhotsk. The Shiretoko 

Peninsula is home to a diverse natural environment that in-

cludes steep mountains, coastal cliffs, wetlands, lakes and 

marshes, and pristine forests. It is also a treasure-trove of 

precious fauna such as brown bears, seals, Steller’s sea eagles 

and Blakiston’s fish-owls. Some 71,000 hectares including the 

Shiretoko Peninsula and surrounding sea was inscribed on 

the World Heritage List in 2005.

Nature conservation efforts on the Shiretoko Peninsula 

began in the form of the Shiretoko 100-Square-Meter Move-

ment started as an initiative by the local town of Shari. At the 

time, the Shiretoko Peninsula faced an overdevelopment cri-

sis as real estate businesses bought up more and more vacant 

farmland. With this happening, the mayor of Shari at the time 

was inspired by the National Trust in the United Kingdom and 

solicited donations from around the country to finance land 

purchase costs for the equivalent of 100-square-meters of 

land with the aim of preventing overdevelopment and restor-

ing forests on vacant farmland. The Shiretoko 100-Square-

Meter Movement continued for twenty years, and using do-

nations from about 50,000 people in Japan and overseas, 472 

hectares of land were purchased. The purchased land will be 

perpetually conserved and managed by the town of Shari. 

While the land purchased through this movement represented 

only a part of the Shiretoko Peninsula, the movement trig-

gered to a broader region-wide movement to protect the 

Shiretoko Peninsula, and was a key factor behind Shiretoko’s 

being inscribed on the World Heritage List. 

From 1997, the spirit of the previous movement was carried 

forward with the inception of the 100-Square-Meter Forest 

Trust. Looking a century in to the future, the Trust aims to re-

store lost pristine forest and declining or extinct populations 

of fish and mammals across the land already purchased and a 

further 390 hectares of adjacent land owned by the town of 

Shari (total 862 hectares). Each year, activities such as nature 

classes aimed at elementary, junior high and high school stu-

dents and tree-planting efforts are conducted by the Trust’s 

supporters on the land.

The 100-Square-Meter Movement  
Protecting Shiretoko

Ezo-jika deer are among the region’s rich variety of fauna Exploring Shiretoko’s natural beauty in summer

The Shiretoko Peninsula
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M t. Fuji is Japan’s highest mountain 
(3,776 m), situated nearly at the heart 
of the country. With its solemn and 

sacred beauty, it has long been seen as a very special 
symbol of Japan. Since ancient times, it has also been 
a divine object of worship. It has been a subject for 
ukiyo-e woodblock prints, paintings, literature, po-
etry, theatrical plays and other creative forms. It has 
inspired many different works of art.

The mountain has not erupted since 1707, but be-
fore then there were several major volcanic eruptions, 
causing serious damage in the surrounding regions.

“According to an old legend of this shrine, a deity 
called Asama-no-Okami was enshrined on the foot 
of Mt. Fuji in 27 B.C.E, by which act the people 
hoped to calm the eruption of the mountain,” says 

Masafumi Suzuki, a priest of the shrine, explaining 
the origin of the Fujisan Hongu Sengentaisha Shrine, 
which is closely linked with worship of the moun-
tain. After two relocations, it was built in 806 at its 

In January 2012, the Japanese government submitted dossiers on “Mt. Fuji” and “Kamakura, Home of the 
Samurai” to the UNESCO World Heritage Center as candidates for inscription on the World Heritage List. 
Toshio Matsubara examines their case.

Wakutamai-ike pond

Mt. Fuji and the torii gate of Fujisan Hongu 
Sengentaisha Shrine
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Mt. Fuji—A Mountain of Worship
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current location in Miya-cho in the city of Fuji-
nomiya in Shizuoka Prefecture. There is a pond here 
called Wakutama-ike which is said to have been be-
hind why the shrine was built on the site. The water 
in this pond comes from Mt. Fuji. It springs up from 
a gap between two layers of lava that resulted from a 
major eruption in the past. The water has long been 
an object of worship for its perceived spiritual virtue. 
Being filled with this water, the pond was believed to 
have the capacity to calm the wrath of the deity of 
fire. Today the pond is designated as a special na-
tional treasure.

Originally based on awe and a desire to calm the 
fury of the volcano, the mountain worship gradually 
transformed into a pilgrimage to the summit to meet 
the God and Buddha of the mountain and to gain 
their power as the eruption faded away. In the twelfth 
century, a shrine was constructed at the top of Mt. 
Fuji, providing a foundation for the pilgrimage. In 
the fourteenth century, more and more shugenja 
practitioners climbed the sacred volcano. Flourish-
ing feudal lords started to visit the Sengentaisha 
Shrine, which is the starting point of the route of the 
climb, and made their offering to its deity.

Among others, Tokugawa Ieyasu, known for 
opening the Edo shogunate in the seventeenth cen-
tury, constructed more than thirty buildings includ-
ing the Honden inner shrine to overhaul the entire 
premises. Today, the inner shrine, the Haiden wor-

ship hall and the Romon 
tower gate remain. The 
inner shrine has been 
designated by the Japa-
nese government as an 
important cultural prop-
erty. Ieyasu further de-
creed that land located 
higher than the eighth 
stage (3,250m) of Mt. Fuji 
should belong to the 
shrine. This area remains 

part of the precincts of the shrine today.
The pilgrimage to Mt. Fuji reached its peak in the 

Edo period (1603–1867). Religious groups of com-
moners who worshipped the mountain, called Fuji-
ko, emerged at different places. They believed that 
their death and rebirth could be attained by reach-
ing the summit, considered the world of God and 
Buddha, after the difficult ascent. Formerly practiced 
solely by nobility, samurais and ascetics, the pilgrim-
age spread broadly to the common folk. The practice 
of Ohachi-meguri, in which the pilgrim makes a 
tour around the crater while offering prayers, took 
root during this period.

On the basis of the faith in Mt. Fuji, artificial 
mounds shaped like Mt. Fuji, called Fujizuka, were 
created in the city of Edo (now Tokyo). Those who 
were unable to climb Mt. Fuji visited them for wor-
ship. Meanwhile, ukiyo-e woodblock prints depict-
ing the sacred mountain gained great popularity. It 
is said that more than fifty Fujizuka mounds still re-
main in Tokyo.

“Studies of records in the Edo period suggest that 
people turned their back on the rising sun while 
praying on the top of Mt. Fuji (unlike our practice 
today). At times, their shadows would be cast on the 
fog and cloud in the crater, and a ring of rainbow 
light, like the halos of Buddhist statues, appeared 
around these shadows. At the sight of this phenom-
enon—known today as the Brocken specter—people 
in olden days might well have believed that God and 
Buddha were coming for them,” says Suzuki. “They 
intently prayed for death and rebirth.” 

Fujisan Hongu Sengentaisha Shrine

Masafumi Suzuki, a priest of 
the shrine
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K amakura is the place where Japan’s first 
samurai government was established by 
Minamoto no Yoritomo to supersede 

the past aristocratic rule at the end of the twelfth 
century. This marked the transition from ancient 
times to the Japanese medieval era. The city has a 
unique topographical feature as there are mountains 
on three sides and the sea on one side. They served 
as natural fortifications. The shogunate made the 
most of civil engineering techniques at that time to 
build a distinctive government seat that was differ-
ent from the ancient capitals of Kyoto and Nara, 
both of which had been constructed on plains.

The shogunate cut mountains vertically to create 
passes called kiridoshi at several key locations. The 
shogunate used them as routes for transporting sup-
plies and designated them as key defense points. It 
cut open mountain ridges, foothills and valleys to 
functionally locate important shrines, temples and 
residences for samurais. Thus, the city was devel-
oped into a seat of government with a unique land-
scape of shrines and temples integrated with moun-
tain ridges.

As mentioned above, the city of Kamakura is sur-
rounded by mountains on its three sides while its 
urban area extends in a fan-like form towards the 
sea. At the position of the rivet of the fan stands 

Tsurugaoka Hachimangu. As a symbol of the samu-
rai government, the shrine formed a setting of politics 
and rituals. The city has a total of twenty-one impor-
tant elements, such as shrines, temples and ruins.

In addition, the samurai 
culture nurtured in Kamakura 
is of great historical value. The 
Kamakura shogunate advo-
cated both Shintoism and Zen 
Buddhism, which originated 
from China, in its religious 
policy. In the middle of the 
thirteenth century, it started 
its full-scale efforts to intro-
duce Zen Buddhism. It invigo-
rated trade between Japan and 
China and positively intro-
duced Chinese culture in ad-
dition to Zen Buddhism. 
Temples in the city grew into places of mental train-
ing and academic and cultural learning for samurai. 
Poetry, literature, calligraphy, paintings, sculptures, 
the art of tea and others thus spread from Kamakura 
to the rest of Japan.

To preserve these valuable assets, the contempo-
rary Kamakura City Government has launched a 
number of initiatives. In 2004, it established a con-
cept of “Kamakura, Home of the Samurai” and set 
up the Kamakura World Heritage Inscription Pro-
motion Council consisting of citizens’ groups, com-
merce and industry associations, educational insti-
tutions and government bodies in 2006. “Popular 
movements have long been common in Kamakura. 
There are lasting movements for conserving the 
greenery and the cityscape,” says Takashi Kumazawa, 
a Kamakura City Government official engaged in 
the promotion for World Heritage inscription.

For example, when there arose a plan for housing 
land development at the back hill of Tsurugaoka 
Hachimangu  in 1964, the whole community waged a 

Kamakura, Home of the Samurai

Tsurugaoka Hachimangu

Asahina kiridoshi
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campaign against 
it and the plan was 
scrapped. The site 
was purchased by 
the Kamakura Sce-
nic  Beauty Presen-
tation Foundation 
in a transaction 
funded by dona-
tions and other 
means. The cam-

paign led to enactment of the Ancient Capitals Pres-
ervation Act two years later. By-law, no buildings taller 
than 15 meters are allowed. The exteriors of vending 
machines and fast food restaurants, for example, are 
softly colored so as not to impair the city view. The 
council has many different activities to raise aware-
ness. Volunteers clean historical sites and individual 
schools engage in continued cleaning activities.

Kumazawa says, “From the perspective of main-
taining the tradition of preserving our city on our 
own and of preserving it for future generations, the 

World Heritage inscription is a common goal in our 
city development. Kamakura attracts 19 million 
tourists each year and faces several problems such 
as traffic congestion. To solve these problems, the 
government and members of the local public are 
working together towards developing our city into a 
place deserving the status of a World Heritage site. 
We see the inscription not as a finish line but as a 
new start line.”

A park and ride initiative, according to which visi-
tors should park their cars outside the city area and 
take a bus that carries them into the city, is already 
underway as a traffic trial. He adds, “If you follow a 
hiking course that starts at the back of Kenchoji 
Temple, you will reach the rock called Juo-iwa, 
where you can enjoy a panoramic view of the city of 
Kamakura. Stand there and see the landscape unique 
to Kamakura, with mountains on three sides. That 
will give you a first-hand insight into what the Home 
of the Samurai is all about.”

Toshio Matsubara is a freelance writer.

The Giant Buddha at Kamakura

Aerial photograph of Kamakura
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T omioka Silk Mill is the first model machine silk-reeling 

factory of the Meiji government, having commenced 

operations in 1872. At that time, its production scale made 

it one of the largest silk mills in the world. A French engi-

neer, Paul Brunat, was invited to build the factory, introduce 

Western-style silk-reeling machines and train female work-

ers, employed from across the country, in the techniques  

of machine-reeling.

The mill played a significant role as the foundation for the 

development of Japan’s modern industry. Raw silk became 

the most important export item. At its peak, raw silk covered 

at least 80% of the total export value, and by the end of the 

Meiji period, around 1910, Japan was the world’s leading silk 

exporter. After World War II, the automatic silk-reeling ma-

chines developed in Japan and fitted in Tomioka Silk Mill 

were exported to China and other countries producing silk, 

encouraging technical exchange through silk.

Tomioka Silk Mill is a very important heritage asset of his-

torical and scientific significance. Moreover, the original 

premises and main buildings of the mill have been maintained 

in almost perfect condition. In 2008, the Tomioka Silk Brand 

Council was established for the purpose of making the silk 

production system sustainable while supporting sericultural 

farmers. At the council, those engaged in sericulture and silk 

processing and sales businesses formed a group to work on 

developing and selling high quality silk products.

“Raw materials are around 80% responsible for the quality 

of the silk. Tomioka has both an abundance of water and well-

drained soil, which are essential to cultivating mulberry trees 

and breeding silkworms,” explains Naozumi Hasegawa from 

the Agriculture Section in the Economic Environment Depart-

ment of the Tomioka City Government. “And as a result of 

silkworm breed improvements, Tomioka is capable of produc-

ing highest quality silk.”

As part of its activities, the Tomioka Silk Brand Council par-

ticipated in the Silk Market (Le Marché de Soie) in the French 

city of Lyon in 2008 and 2009. Tomioka Silk drew attention not 

just for its quality but also for its original products, such as 

soap and cosmetics, produced from silk proteins extracted 

from silk.

“While supporting sericultural farmers, we are striving for 

World Heritage Site status,” says Hasegawa. “We hope that 

some day people will see the silk-reeling machines in opera-

tion again at the mill. “

Bringing Tomioka Silk to the World
Tomioka City in Gunma Prefecture is making preparations for the inscription of “Tomioka Silk Mill and Related 
Industrial Heritage” on the World Heritage List.
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Tomioka Silk Mill
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2012 marked the sixtieth anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between Japan and Israel. To 
celebrate the anniversary, the Japan Foundation organized kabuki performances in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. 
Osamu Sawaji of the Japan Journal spoke to Kyozo Nakamura, a kabuki actor who has been a prolific 
participant in lectures and workshops about kabuki outside Japan, including Israel.

M y grandmother loved kabuki and she 
used to take me to see kabuki for as long 
as I can remember,” says kabuki actor 

Kyozo Nakamura. “The kabuki stage and the costumes 
were beautiful and I was excited when I heard the 
music, and even as a young child, when I could not 
understand the story, I was drawn to kabuki.”

The art of kabuki is handed down through the 
families of kabuki actors. Kyozo is, however, one of a 
small number of kabuki actors who were not born 
into a family of kabuki actors. After graduating uni-
versity, Kyozo studied at the Kabuki Actor Training 
Center of the National Theatre of Japan, and then 
became an apprentice with the leading onnagata 
actor Jakuemon Nakamura IV.  

One of the features of kabuki is the presence of on-
nagata, male actors who perform the roles of women. 
Onnagata used to be present in all kinds of drama 
and dance forms from around the world, but only in 
kabuki has the onnagata tradition survived intact 
into the present day. Onnagata do not just use cos-

tumes and makeup to achieve the realistic expression 
of females.

“One of the things my Master taught me was the 
way onnagata use their bodies. My Master told me to 
move my insides and, at first, I was completely con-
founded, wondering what kind of movement he 
meant. After a long time, I eventually realized that 
he meant lithe body movements originating from 
the inside,” says Kyozo. “Onnagata do not simply 
mimic women, they perform the roles of women 
while retaining the body and emotions of a man. 
The onnagata is a symbol of femininity as seen from 
a man’s point of view.”

 Kyozo performs kabuki both in Japan and abroad. 
So far, he has toured forty-one cities in nineteen 
countries and regions around the world, including 
Asia, the United States, Europe and Central America 
(sometimes performing in collaborations with con-
temporary drama as well as kabuki).

Overseas, it is rare to see kabuki performed in the 
same environment as Japan, which makes perfor-

Kyozo Nakamura (red hair) takes a curtain 
call at the Suzanne Dellal Centre for Dance 
and Theatre Tel Aviv, September 2012.
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mances difficult. For example, the floor of a kabuki 
stage in Japan is laid with wooden boards and is flat, 
whereas overseas Kyozo often performs on a raked 
(angled) stage used to perform opera. In Central 
America, he once performed in hot, humid condi-
tions without air conditioning, which left him drip-
ping with sweat; in Denver in the United States and 
Mexico City in Mexico, which are located at high al-
titudes, he also struggled in the rarefied air.

“In Mexico City, I performed with an oxygen cyl-

inder backstage and 
it was really hard.  
But when you hear 
the thunderous ap-
plause from the au-
dience you forget 
how hard it is,” says 
Kyozo. “Coming up 
with ways to create 
a kabuki space on a 
stage that is not usually used for kabuki is also fun.”

When performing overseas, Kyozo runs kabuki 
workshops to try to promote a better understanding 
of kabuki. People are particularly interested in on-
nagata. Kyozo teaches the elegant gestures of onna-
gata through the acting of smiling and crying, per-
forming these gestures along with the audiences.

“I think kabuki has become a universal language 
thanks to the great efforts of my predecessors,” says 
Kyozo. “I would like to perform kabuki in the coun-
tries and cities I have not toured yet, to convey the 
wonder of kabuki to as many people as possible.”

Kyozo appears in the evening performance (start-
ing at 4.00 p.m.) of Kotobuki Hatsuharu Grand 
 Kabuki at the Shimbashi Enbujo Theatre in Tokyo, 
until January 26.

The main theatre of Kabuki is the Kabuki-za Thea-
tre, located in Tokyo’s Ginza district. The Kabuki-za 
Theatre is currently undergoing reconstruction and 
will reopen on April 2.

Kyozo Nakamura

Kabuki as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage was adopted by the General Conference 
of UNESCO in 2003. As of December 2012, 148 countries are parties to the convention. The Convention defines 
“intangible cultural heritage” as “the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills—as well as the 
instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith.” Japan became a party to the conven-
tion in 2004, and twenty-one intangible cultural heritage elements from Japan are inscribed in the Representa-
tion List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. In 2008, Kabuki Theatre became one of the first intangible 
cultural heritage elements from Japan to be inscribed into the Representative List, along with Nogaku Theatre 
and Ningyo Johruri Bunraku Puppet Theatre. 

Kyozo Nakamura performs “Sagimusume,” 
one of the kabuki dances.
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H atsumoude 

is the ritual 

of visiting 

a shrine or temple for 

the first time following 

the beginning of a new 

year. January 1 is called 

Ganjitsu in Japan, and 

many people around 

the country flock to 

shrines and temples 

from late December 

31 to welcome the 

new year. The method 

of prayer differs at 

shrines and temples, 

but during hatsumoude, people offer thanks for the past year and pray for safety and 

peace in the new year. 

Meiji-jingu in Tokyo is a 

popular destination for many 

hatsumoude visitors from 

Ganjitsu until January 3 and 

is known to attract the most 

visitors in Japan, with over 3 

million visiting the shrine dur-

ing this time. Narita-san Shin-

sho-ji in Chiba Prefecture and 

Kawasaki Daishi in Kanagawa 

Prefecture are also temples 

that attract numerous hatsu-

moude visitors. 

Hatsumoude crowds at Toyokawa Inari shrine in Aichi Prefecture

People pray for health and happiness at the start of the new year

Ways of Japan
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Q 1:  Many temples in Japan do a certain thing from 
midnight on December 31. What do they do?

A: Water the ground

B: Launch fireworks

C: Toll a bell

Q 2:  Many people also purchase an omikuji paper strip 
at the shrine or temple during their hatsumoude 
visit. What is an omikuji for?

A: A donation to the local shrine

B: To read one’s fortune

C: A form of raffle ticket

After praying during hatsumoude, many people buy 

a talisman or an evil-warding arrow called a hamaya. An-

other custom is to return one’s old talisman and hama-

ya that were bought the previous year. Some shrines 

and temples distribute sake to their visitors, which is 

claimed to keep misfortune away when consumed. 

Hamaya demon-breaking arrows

Ways of Japan Hatsumoude
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T he volume of water on Earth is es-
timated to be approximately 1.4 
billion km3, of which 97.5% is salt 

water. A mere 2.5% is fresh water, and with 
the majority of this being ice in Antarctica 
and groundwater, the water to which humans 
can gain easy access amounts to a mere 
0.01%. 

Already a precious commodity, rapid popu-
lation increase, primarily in developing coun-
tries, and economic growth in rising econo-
mies are causing pronounced water shortages 
as well as pollution. According to “Global 
Drinking Water Trends” released by UNICEF 
and the World Health Organization (WHO) 
in 2012, 780 million people are unable to ob-
tain safe drinking water. Water shortages and 
pollution exacerbate poverty and disease. 
Water issues are particularly serious in devel-
oping countries, where many regions have yet 
to establish tap water systems.

Metawater Co., which is based in Tokyo, 
has developed mobile water purification 
equipment to supply safe drinking water to 
these regions. 

Metawater is a company that develops, de-
signs, manufactures and operates tap water/
sewage systems and plants for recycling. 

“European nations have developed water 
purifiers that are car-mountable, but these 
devices use polymer membranes for their fil-
tration systems. We use ceramic membranes,” 
says Hironori Shimada, director of the com-
pany’s International Center. “They are char-
acterized by greater durability and easier 
maintenance when compared with polymer 
membranes. In addition, we load the genera-
tor, pump, compressor and everything else 
needed to run the purifier onto one truck, so 
the only thing required is a river, lake or pond 
to produce drinking water, even in places 
without electricity.”

Some people may associate 
ceramic membranes with sheet-
type filters, but Metawater’s ce-
ramic membrane  takes a cylin-
drical shape with a diameter of 
180 mm and a length of 1.5 m 
(1 m for mobile type). It con-
tains numerous water ducts, 
and by applying pressure, water 
passes through the porous ce-Ceramic membrane filtration
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Fresh Water on Wheels
The world today is facing issues such as serious water shortages and water pollution owing to the 
rapid population increase and economic growth in rising economies. Mobile water purification 
equipment developed in Japan could help to resolve these issues. Takashi Sasaki reports.
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ramic layers in the cylinder and 
seeps out to its outer perimeters as 
clean water. The minute pores of the 
ceramic layer measure a mere 0.1 
microns. This serves as a membrane 
to filter out mud and waste as well 
as bacteria such as E. coli and dan-
gerous protozoa.

“Many filtration plants in Japan 
already use this ceramic membrane 
filtration system. The greatest diffi-
culty in developing the ceramic 
membrane filtration system was in 
space saving and creating a large 
membrane to ensure a certain amount of pu-
rified water. We were able to develop the mo-
bile water purification equipment because of 
our ceramic membrane with a diameter of 
180 mm,” says Shimada.

 For around the last twenty years, research 
has been undertaken into ceramic membrane 
technology as the filtration system for water 
purification plants nationwide. Metawater’s 
forerunner was a manufacturer of ceramic 
insulators for utility poles and pylons. 
Founded in 1919, the company incorporates 
its century-long product manufacturing tra-
dition into advanced ceramics technology. 

“Purifiers that use polymer membranes 
cannot be used with highly turbid water such 
as river water after heavy rain. Ceramic mem-
branes, on the other hand, are strong and do 
not wear even in the toughest conditions, 
and can produce mass volumes of water 
amounting to 50–70 cubic meters a day using 
two one-meter long membranes. Further-
more, waste adhering to the membranes can 
be washed out simply with washing water 

and air, so it requires no tedious maintenance. 
It even runs on low power,” explains Satoshi 
Hata of the company’s International Center. 
According to Hata, if every village had a sim-
ple water storage tank, then a purifier-
equipped truck need only run regular services 
to each village to provide a stable supply of 
drinking water to a wide area.

Metawater, with the receipt of grant aid 
from the Japanese government, plans to de-
liver a total of eight units of its mobile water 
purification equipment to the Republic of 
Malawi, the Republic of Kenya and the Togo-
lese Republic starting early  2013. The units 
are largely expected to play a role in farming 
regions without tap water systems. The com-
pany has also received inquiries from Viet-
nam, Cambodia and other Southeast Asian 
nations, as well as from local autonomies 
within Japan that are considering using the 
units as water stations in regions hit by 
earthquake and typhoon disasters.

Takashi Sasaki is a freelance writer.
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A truck fitted with the mobile ceramic membrane filtration equipment



series

A kira Isogawa owns four directly managed 
boutiques in Australia, and his collection 
is sold in more than ten countries, in-

cluding Japan, France, and the United States. Ex-
hibiting in the spring and fall Paris Collection each 
year, Isogawa is, in the words of the Australian edi-
tion of the international fashion magazine Vogue, 
“one of Australia’s most celebrated and successful 

fashion designers.”
“I started to become interested in fashion when I 

was a junior high school student, buying my own 
clothes with the money I saved from my summer 
part-time job. I remember well the shock I had when 
I went to the Comme des Garçons store in Kyoto,” 
recalls Isogawa. “I was in my first year of high school 
at the time, and the displays of boldly designed 
clothing and the sophisticated atmosphere of the 
store were worlds away from everything I had known 
up to that point. While it seemed inaccessible, it left 
me wanting to find out more about that fashion.”

However, at that time Isogawa did not dream of 
becoming a fashion designer. He went on to study at 
a university in Kyoto, with no fixed goal in particu-
lar. Then in 1986, at the age of twenty, a friend invited 
him to go to Australia under the Working Holiday 
scheme, transforming his life forever. 

“The reason I decided to go to Australia was an 
interest in a world that was unknown. I had a cousin 
living in Australia, and whenever I read his letters I 
was filled with a longing for a faraway land,” Isogawa 
explains. “When I went to Australia I had no notion 
of studying fashion, but I found it difficult to find 
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This month Highlighting JAPAN launches a new series, “Japanese Abroad,” introducing 
Japanese people active in a variety of fields around the world and who have assimilated over time 
into the local way of life. The first in the series is Akira Isogawa, a designer hailing from Kyoto 
who is active in the global fashion arena from his base in Australia. His highly acclaimed 
Japanese-style designs are favored by celebrities such as Nicole Kidman and Cate Blanchett. 
Osamu Sawaji of the Japan Journal recently spoke with Isogawa. 

Akira Isogawa in the grounds of Higashi Hongan-ji 
temple in Kyoto. Isogawa describes the atmosphere in 
Kyoto as one of preserving tradition while at the same 
time creating new things.
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clothes that I wanted to wear and I started thinking 
about making them for myself.” 

Isogawa returned to Japan once, before going back 
to Australia, this time studying fashion for three 
years at the Sydney Institute of Technology (TAFE). 
In 1993, two years after graduating, he opened his 
first directly managed store under the brand name 
“Akira,” with funds saved from part-time employ-
ment. During the day he worked in the store, using 
any free time he had to work a side job as a guide for 
Japanese tourists. His evenings were spent making 
clothes, as well as studying business administration 
at night school. Clothing sales however were disap-
pointing, and two years after the store opened the 
business was in such bad shape that Isogawa could 
not pay the rent.

However, in 1996, three years after opening the 
store, things changed drastically. That year, he was 
awarded the Australian Fashion Week Newcomer of 
the Year award, and gradually his designs began to 
be featured in magazines. Then, in 1997, Naomi 
Campbell wore one of his designs on the cover of the 
Australian edition of Vogue, and Isogawa became 
widely known in Australia. In 1998, he showed his 
designs in the Paris Collection, and in 1999 he re-
ceived the Designer of the Year Award, the highest 

accolade in the Australian fashion industry.

Ingrained Traditions
Isogawa’s fashion incorporates distinctive Japanese 
elements. The designs are loose-fitting and made 
from flowing silks or cottons, features found in tra-
ditional Japanese kimonos. Some garments are actu-
ally made from vintage kimonos bought at Kyoto 
flea markets. He also makes Kyoto shibori scarves as 
well as bags incorporating origami designs.

“My immediate and extended family valued tradi-
tion. My grandparents, who were very loving and 
affectionate towards me, always wore Japanese tra-
ditional clothing kimono, and the whole family used 
to gather at their house for traditional annual events. 
So the traditions of Japan and Kyoto naturally be-
came deeply ingrained in me. The culture and history 
of Australia and Kyoto are totally different. That is 
precisely the reason that my fashion designs stood 
out in Australia as something new,” says Isogawa. 
“In the future, I have no intention of chasing after 
commercial success or increasing the number of 
stores. I want to make things that I truly wish to 
make. For example, I am now also designing rugs, 
chairs, and cushions. I would like to extend my de-
signs beyond clothing to other fields.”

Items in Akira's 2012 Autumn/Winter collection (left and right) and (center) Akira designs being modeled during 
Australian Fashion Week, May 2012
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A pungent, savory-sweet smell wafts 
from the cedar casks that dwarf the old 
factory’s cavernous rooms. Inside one a 

staffer in pale blue overalls and white rubber boots 
digs away with a shovel, emerging at intervals 
with a spadeful of his excavated treasure—a dense, 
red-brown substance that is the epitome of Japa-
nese cuisine.

That fudge-like stuff is miso, a staple of  the Japa-
nese kitchen that is used in soups and sauces much 

like stock is employed in Western cooking. Yet, 
the variety being shoveled up in the Hatcho dis-
trict of Okazaki City is not just any old miso.

Hatcho miso has been made in Okazaki in Aichi 
Prefecture’s Mikawa region for over 350 years. 
Since 1901, it has been supplied to Japan’s Imperial 
Household Agency by appointment. 

There were and still are just two companies in 
Mikawa making it, one of which, Maruya Hatcho 
Miso, has been operating its brewery business 

Aichi—Hatcho Miso
Rob Gilhooly visits a Hatcho miso maker in Aichi Prefecture.

1) Maruya Hatcho Miso, a fixture in the Hatcho region of Aichi Prefecture since 1337
2) Conical mounds of river stones are used to apply an even pressure on the miso mash.
3) Workers collect finished miso from one of Maruya Hatcho Miso’s huge cedar casks.
4) By appointment to His Imperial Majesties, high-grade Hatcho miso
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since 1337, making it one of the oldest miso pro-
ducers in Japan. 

Company President Nobutaro Asai attributes 
the company’s longevity to its rigid adherence to a 
traditional recipe and production method that 
surviving records show dates back hundreds of 
years. This involves a simple mixture of steamed 
soybean mash being dusted with koji mold, which 
is then mixed with salt and water and left to fer-
ment in those giant vats for two years.

“During the Second World War, the government 
implemented a price control system, and Maruya 
Hatcho Miso stopped producing miso because it 
was impossible to maintain quality at the con-
trolled price,” says Asai. “That fundamental princi-
pal still remains the cornerstone of our company.”

The company’s highest grade Hatcho miso uses 
soy beans grown in Mikawa and spring water 
from a nearby mountain region whose Chinese 
characters mean “God Water,”—a reference to the 
quality for which it has been known since old 
times, says Asai.

After sealing the miso mash in the barrels, 
around 500 river stones with a combined weight 
of  3 tons are arranged on top in conically shaped 
mounds—another unique feature. The even distri-
bution of the stones ensures consistency through-
out the 6 tons of miso in each barrel. 

The company produces a total of 1,200 tons of 
miso each year—including varieties for everyday 
use that blend the miso with rice. Around 10 per-
cent of its Hatcho miso is exported to twenty coun-
tries, including France and the United Kingdom.

As was traditionally the case in Japan, chefs 
overseas see Hatcho miso as a condiment to 
spice up conventional dishes, or inspire new 
ones. Meanwhile macrobiotics enthusiasts are 
taken with the health benefits of the low-salt 
miso, says Asai.

Hatcho Miso-based Recipe 
Pumpkin Miso Honey: A dish in 
which akadashi (red dashi) miso made 
up of Hatcho miso and rice miso is 
combined with pumpkin and honey 
and simmered. 
1. Cut the pumpkin (350 g) into 

squares three centimeters in size. 
2. Place the cut pumpkin into a frying pan, add water 

to half fill and cook on high heat. When it comes to 
a boil, simmer on low heat until the pumpkin turns 
soft. 

3. Add a mixture of akadashi miso (20 g), honey (20 g), 
water (100 cc) and a pinch of cumin powder to the 
frying pan and leave to simmer.

Other places of interest in Aichi Prefecture

Tokoname-yaki 
With a history that dates back around a millennium, Tokoname-yaki are pieces of fired ceramics produced 
mainly around the city of Tokoname. Tokoname-yaki ceramics are used in a variety of products including 
vases, large earthenware pots, small teapots, teacups and earthen pipes.
Inuyama Castle
Inuyama Castle, located in the city of Inuyama, was built beside the Kiso-gawa river in 1537. The castle’s 
keep, which has been designated a national treasure, is the oldest of its kind still standing in Japan.

Aichi Facts
Located on the Pacific Ocean side of central Japan, Aichi 
Prefecture is home to a thriving manufacturing industry 
which has long produced items such as ceramics. Today, 
the region is a major producer of cars, iron and steel and 
food products. 

Population Approx. 7.41 million 

Area 5,163 km2

Prefectural Capital Nagoya City

Best in Japan
Fig production, shipments of manufac-
tured goods (for thirty-four years run-
ning)
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H istory can be found deep in the wood 
of Korakukan. Its stairs, banisters and 
handrails are worn to a marble-like 

sheen, while names of people who lived more than 
a century ago are etched and painted in black onto 
pillars and panels. The entire structure is made 
from a fragrant and durable Akita cedar that be-
came all but extinct following Japan’s rise to eco-
nomic power in the 1970s.

A fate, indeed, that the building itself almost suf-
fered. Located in Kosaka Town, Akita Prefecture, 
Korakukan is the oldest extant wooden theater in 
Japan, but one that nearly lost out to the nation’s 
postwar economic miracle. 

“As televisions became commonplace in the six-
ties and movies gained wider popularity, a trip to 
the theater lost its appeal,” says theater manager 
Takemi Takahashi, adding that Korakukan was 
forced into a sixteen-year hiatus from 1970. “The 

then-owner of Korakukan saw the property as an 
old building that should be demolished, but kabuki 
actors and others who had performed here came 
to persuade them that it was a national treasure.”

They succeeded, although it would take another 
thirty years until the playhouse was recognised as 
an important national cultural property, a status it 
attained in 2007.

Korakukan opened its doors in 1910 in a town 
that was by then one of the most vibrant and tech-
nologically advanced of its time. The theater was 
built to entertain workers at the neighboring Ko-
saka mine, which was Japan’s leading silver pro-
ducer in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. Today, the Kosaka Mine Office is located 
across the way from the theater, the sumptuous 
wooden office building being another symbol of 
the town and having gained national heritage rec-
ognition in 2007. 

AkitA—Korakukan
Rob Gilhooly visits Korakukan theater in Akita Prefecture.

1)  The Western-style exterior of Korakukan, Japan’s oldest extant wooden theater, 
in Kosaka, Akita Prefecture

2, 3) The Edo period-style interior of Korakukan theater
4)  Posters advertising summer kabuki performances at Korakukan from more than 

twenty years ago
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In its hey-day, around 1,000 people would cram 
themselves onto the tatami mats of the playhouse’s 
galleries and stalls, and absorb themselves in per-
formances by touring troupes.

Unlike other theaters of the time, this one was lit 
not by candles or natural light, but electrically, 
courtesy of a hydro-electric power plant that was 
built to service the mine.  

At its peak Kosaka’s population reached 
35,000—six times greater than today. There were 
560 water pumps dotted around town and even a 
social welfare system to support families when 
miners got injured. And at night  residents would 
get their R&R at Korakukan—literally a “hall for 
healthy recreation.”

Stepping through the playhouse’s sliding wooden 
doors is like entering a time slip. While the build-
ing’s facade is Western in style—reflecting a fad in 
the Meiji period (1868–1912), when Japan enthu-

siastically embraced all things foreign—its interior 
is a throwback to Japan’s era of feudal seclusion 
(1603–1867). The soft tones of the cedar structure 
are punctuated by the pale blue ceiling—built in 
mock-European elegance just to accommodate an 
electric lighting system never before seen in many 
Japanese communities. 

All of the gadgets that grace a traditional kabuki 
theater can be found—including the original 2-ton 
revolving stage that even today is powered by four 
sets of human hands. 

At the rear of the stage are the gakuya dressing 
rooms, which are home to the playhouse’s most 
unique feature: graffiti. “The first kabuki actor to 
perform here 100 years ago wrote his name on the 
wall with brush and ink,” explains Takahashi. “It’s 
frowned upon at other theaters, but at Korakukan 
the tradition continues to this day.”

Korakukan welcomes around 56,000 theater en-
thusiasts during its eight-month season.

Other places of interest in Akita Prefecture

Odate Magewappa 
Magewappa are a government-designated traditional craft that utilizes the uniform and beautiful grain of 
natural Akita cedar. Although light, magewappa crafts feature excellent strength and flexibility. They are 
often used as boxes for bento boxed lunches.
Kiritanpo
Kiritanpo is a nabe (hot pot) dish. Kiritanpo is made by shaping pounded rice into cylinders, toasting 
them until light brown, and adding to chicken, maitake mushrooms and Japanese parsley to simmer.

Akita Facts
Situated on the Sea of Japan side of the Tohoku region, 
Akita is known as a prefecture rich in natural beauty, with 
features including the Shirakami Mountain Range, which is 
listed as a World Heritage site, and stunning natural cedar 
forests. Akita Prefecture is also long said to be home to 
many beautiful women, giving rise to the term Akita bijin, 
or “Akita Beauty.” 

Population Approx. 1.06 million 

Area 11,636 km2

Prefectural Capital Akita City

Best in Japan Depth of the lake Tazawa-ko (423.4 
meters)

Built in 1905, the magnificent Kosaka Mining Office is a 
symbol of the heyday of mining in Kosaka, an area 
which was once home to some of the country's biggest 
and most productive gold and silver mines. The 
Renaisance-style building, relocated and renovated 
according to original specifications in 2001, now serves 
mostly as a museum.
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Among the many traditions associated with the Japanese New Year is the eating of osechi ryori, a nutritious and colorful 
variety of nibbles artfully arranged in the tiered boxes known as jubako. In days of yore, osechi ryori was prepared over 
several days at home, but today most people purchase ready-made osechi sets from department stores, supermarkets 

or even convenience stores. Osechi ryori has many regional variants, but one item sure to feature in any jubako are 
sweet and tender kuromame black beans. Kuro means “black” and mame means “bean” but also, “health.”
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おせち
Osechi Ryori

Answers for p. 23     Q1: C. Japanese shrines toll the Joya no kane (Bells of New Year’s 
Eve) as the date changes from December 31 to January 1. They are rung 108 times. 
Buddhism teaches that there are 108 worldly desires that trouble the human mind and 
body. Tolling the New Year’s Eve bells 108 times is believed to eradicate these desires.  
Q2: B. An omikuji bears the fortune of the person who draws it, expressed in standard terms 
including “Daikichi” (Great), “Kichi” (Good) or “Kyo” (Bad), followed by a detailed explanation.
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